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Abstract 
 
This article presents the results of a collaborative effort between Molecular Imprints, Inc. (MII) and Photronics, Inc. 
to develop a baseline process for fabricating Step and Flash Imprint Lithography (S-FILTM) templates that are 
compatible with lithography tools being developed by MII. S-FIL is a replication technique with sub-50nm 
resolution capability that has the potential to lead to a low cost, high throughput process. Template fabrication 
results and S-FIL patterning results on 200mm wafers are presented.    
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1. Introduction 
 
Step and Flash Imprint Lithography is a replication technique with sub-20nm resolution capability that has the 
potential to lead to a low cost, high throughput process. Imprint lithography techniques are essentially micromolding 
processes in which the topography of a template defines the patterns created on a substrate. Traditional 
micromolding techniques involve the use of high temperatures and pressures during the patterning step [1].  S-FIL is 
an imprint lithography technique that operates at room temperatures and low pressures since it is based on a low-
viscosity, UV-curable liquid approach. This approach is particularly suited for high-resolution layer-to-layer 
alignment. It is also insensitive to variations in pattern density, which could be a problem with high-pressure 
molding. The S-FIL process is outlined in Figure 1.  
 
Imprint lithography techniques have important advantages over conventional optical lithography. The parameters in 
the classic photolithography resolution formula (λ, k1, and NA) are not relevant to imprint lithography because the 
technology does not use depend on wavelength of light and reduction lenses. Investigations in the sub-100nm 
regime indicate that the resolution is only limited by the pattern resolution on the template, and replication of sub-20 
nm features has been demonstrated [1, 2, 3]. The resolution of imprint lithography is a direct function of the 
resolution of the template fabricating process. 
 
The S-FIL templates are 1X masters and they are fabricated using phase shift mask processing technology. The use 
of a thick, structurally stable template avoids problems associated with processing 1X membrane masks of the sort 
used in x-ray and ion projection lithography techniques. Since the ultimate resolution of imprint technologies 
appears to be limited by the resolution of the imprint template, it is desirable to extend the ability of existing pattern 
generators to pattern these 1X templates. As an example, by the year 2005, the ITRS calls for 65nm minimum resist 
features for microprocessor gate length and 130nm minimum mask feature size for optical proximity correction 
(OPC) features. Therefore, for 1X pattern transfer with imprint lithography, there would be a need to accelerate 
mask feature size targets in the ITRS to coincide with the resist feature targets. The use of a high resolution Leica e-
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beam to write 1X templates with 20nm minimum features was discussed in [3]. However, such direct-write e-beam 
systems are not designed for throughput and are therefore not attractive from a cost point of view. Mask pattern 
generators are capable of much higher throughput. However, they are designed for fabricating 4X masks and do not 
need to resolve features smaller than about 2X for the smallest OPC features. 
 
In this article, the capabilities of mask writers for writing 1X features are investigated. Also, other manufacturing 
issues that are specific to S-FIL templates are presented. 
 
 
2. Template Format 
 
S-FIL templates are essentially created using standard 6025 photomask plates and phase mask processes followed by 
a subsequent elimination of the chromium layer. Since the templates are 1X, a 6025 blank can create a multiplicity 
of S-FIL templates (Figure 2). Also, the geometry of the templates has been engineered to define field sizes for any 
desired dimensions. A wet etch process is used to establish a 15µm deep pedestal (see Figure 3) that includes the 
active area to be patterned. The size of the template is fixed (65mm by 65mm) regardless of the size of the active 
area. This allows for a standard interface between the template and the template chuck on the lithography tool.  
 
A potential advantage of the use of redundancy in creating templates in 6025 plates is the ability to perform die-to-
die inspection on two identical templates. 1X templates only require binary features and therefore have significantly 
lower data as compared to advanced 4X masks that have various forms of OPC to achieve deep sub-wavelength 
printing capability. Finally, 1X templates cover 1/16th the area of a 4X mask. This has advantages with respect to 
CD control and yield.  
 
 
3. Template Fabrication at Photronics  
 
The templates used for S-FIL are among the most challenging substrates for a mask maker to fabricate since the 
pattern generation is required to be the same magnification as the imprint on the wafer.  The mask maker is required 
to achieve the highest resolution and pattern fidelity that is available for direct write onto the mask blank and use 
processes, which provide the minimum amount of pattern distortion for transfer into the substrate material.  We will 
set forth to first, look at the use of laser pattern generators which are used today to produce high-end production 4X 
optical photomasks, and then investigate the capability of the best available 1X patterning methods. 
 
3.1 Pattern Generation 
 
As mentioned previously, the proof of concept for demonstrating the S-FIL has been first approached using a 
conventional mask process with a laser pattern generator. The ETEC ALTA 3500 is used write the photomask blank 
with conventional I-Line resist and pattern transfer using a dry chrome etch and then a dry quartz etch into the 
substrate. This type of process is typical of a high end mask process used to produce 120 nm node 4x optical 
lithography phase shift masks (PSM’s, cPSM’s ) where the minimum mask feature size is about 400 nm. These 
processes can yield sub 100 nm wafer features, however they require a dual mask approach, as well as very tight 
control of the phase etch depth, uniformity, and placement of the second layer write which defines the quartz etch. 
Alternately, the S-FIL process uses self-aligned quartz etch pattern transfer and does not require the high degree of 
tolerance for the quartz etch or placement of the second write. Many of the processes used for making PSM’s can be 
used to fabricate S-FIL templates.  Figure 4 shows the process used to fabricate an S-FIL template, where the 
second write is done to define the pedestal areas of the template.  
 
When comparing the 1X template to a 4X reduction mask, one should consider the impact of mask pattern fidelity 
across the field. Since the 4X mask has a substantially larger field size, the critical dimension uniformity must be 
held to a tighter control. Correspondingly, the pattern placement has a larger impact at 4X than 1X. When chip sizes 
increase, as have been found in more advanced microprocessor designs, there is further degradation of CD 
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performance by the optical stepper lens aberrations across the lens area. In addition to these considerations, the mask 
fabrication yield for CD, defect control, and registration are improved by having the much smaller 1X field of the S-
FIL template.  
 
A mask patterning process that can successfully reproduce the 1X dimensions needed for the S-FIL templates is 
required to be written using the most advanced electron beam pattern generator. The Toshiba EBM 3500B 50kEVis 
the production E-Beam write tool that has been chosen to fabricate the fine pattern geometry of the S-FIL template. 
The process that is used is based on an advanced chemically amplified resist, pCAR. Table 2 shows the results of the 
Toshiba E-Beam and resist process, demonstrating 100 nm features.  
 
The imaging from the Photronics E-Beam Process is shown the SEM pictures in Figure 5. The resolution for isolated 
features is maintained to 90 nm. For the dense features, line integrity degrades at 100 nm where collapse of the line 
edge is visible. Contact features, shown in Figure 6 are well resolved at 130 nm. 
 
3.2 Quartz Etching for the Template Imprint Features 
 
A quartz etch process for a conventional optical phase shift mask can be used to etch the S-FIL template. These 
processes are well developed, robust production quartz etch processes. These processes have been fine tuned to 
achieve very tight control of the etched trench depth, sidewall slope, surface roughness, micro loading, and micro 
trenching. The Photronics quartz etch process is performed using an Applied Materials Tetra DPS Centra II. The 
process uses a fluorine etch chemistry in an ICP plasma. The sidewall slope of the etched trench is found to be near 
90 degrees, and the surface roughness < 0.5 nm. The S-FIL process can take advantage of these attributes, and is 
somewhat intolerant to the trench depth variation, or phase, as is with a PSM. The S-FIL depth tolerance is required 
to be within a +/- 10 nm, whereas the PSM needs to be held to a +/- 0.3 nm depth control. For these S-FIL templates, 
the quartz etch depth is held to 0.3 nm tolerance using the PSM process. Figure 7 shows a SEM cross-section of an 
etched quartz structure as would be found on the S-FIL template. As seen in the micrograph, the trench sidewall 
slope is 87 degrees, and the surface roughness is visibly the same for the etched and un-etched surfaces. 
 
3.3 Second Level Aligned Write for Moat and Pedestal Etch 
 
The fabrication of an S-FIL template requires a secondary etch of the quartz substrate to establish the mesa. The 
desired etch depth is about 15 microns. This step requires protecting the previously patterned active area from the 
deep quartz etch. This is done by re-coating the mask with an I-Line resist and performing an alignment using the 
ALTA 3500 pattern generator in the same manner a PSM would be aligned for the subsequent quartz phase etch.  
Although the placement of the openings are not required to be better than 0.5 um, the S-FIL template can take 
advantage of a fine tuned overlay process for production PSM’s (~60nm). The resist coating for the pedestal and 
moat etch is required to withstand several hours in the HF bath. This places a great emphasis on the resist adhesion 
to the chrome and quartz surfaces. Extended cleaning cycles, dehydration bakes and HMDS are used to optimize the 
adhesion of the resist in order to ensure the correct profile is achieved in the quartz sidewall adjacent to the active 
template area. 
 
3.4 Dry Etch Development of Deep Pedestal Etch 
 
The current process of extended wet etching of the pedestal areas in Hydrofluoric acid places constraints on the 
production worthiness of the S-FIL process, as well as a safety issue for production personnel. Development is 
underway to replace the wet etch with a dry plasma etch. Using the Applied Materials Tetra DPS Centra II etch tool, 
a process has been developed which cuts the etch time in half of that of the HF etch. Tests have been done to 
indicate that the 15 um etch is completed in 140 min under plasma etch conditions of 40 % of the available tool 
operating power, and high selectivity has been found when using a chrome hard mask. Further work is continuing to 
optimize this process. 
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3.5 Template Dicing Process 
 
The S-FIL template is made from six-inch quartz substrates and for ease of fabrication a redundant printing method 
is used where there are four primary template patterns written on one six inch mask. The six-inch mask is then cut 
into four individual templates measuring 65 mm on a side, using a high precision dicing saw. Figure 8 shows the 
fiducial marks that are placed on the patterned mask to assist in the dicing process. The dicing process can obtain an 
edge placement tolerance of +/- 100 µm, referenced to the template active area. 
 
 
4. Printing with S-FIL Templates at MII 
 
It has been previously shown that S-FIL can print structures as small as 20 nm and can replicate e-beam patterning 
errors that are smaller than 5 nm. The MII/Photronics collaboration was aimed at demonstrating that in addition to 
replicating sub-100 nm features, the S-FIL process can also replicate various kinds of larger feature that can be 
imaged using conventional photolithography. This is critical to demonstrate that the S-FIL process is a practically 
useful lithography process. To this end, a diagnostic test template that had features representative of various types 
and sizes with a minimum feature size of about 300 nm was created using the ALTA3500 laser pattern generator. 
This section presents the imprint image results obtained with these first templates. The imprint field size was chosen 
to be 25 mm X 25 mm.  
 
Shown below are examples of a full wafer patterned in step and repeat mode with the diagnostic template (Figure 9) 
and an individually imprinted field (Figure 10). The images demonstrate good fluid control and macroscopic print 
quality. A visible street gap can be seen between the fields in Figure 10, this pattern was stepped as such to allow 
easy inspection and characterization. Figure 11 demonstrates sharp and square field edge definition. This is a critical 
factor for imprint lithography since the field edge is defined by the ability to control the flow of the UV curable 
fluid.  
 
SEM and microscope images were taken of the printed features. This demonstrates the fidelity with which Step and 
Flash imprint lithography could replicate structures conventionally printed with optical lithography. The various 
shapes and features patterned on the Diagnostic template included; L-shaped CD keys, dense, semi-dense and 
isolated lines, dense, semi-dense and isolated contacts/vias & posts, alignment verniers, proximity dagger patterns, 
siemens Star pattern, moiré patterns, positive and negative dog-bone shaped pattern, serpentine patterns, horizontal 
and vertical lines, triangle patterns with angles varying from 15 to 90 degrees, crescent patterns, donuts and circles. 
The images shown are representative of the results that were obtained (Figures 12, 13 and 14). 
 
 
5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
This article presents the results of a collaborative effort between MII and Photronics, Inc. to develop a baseline 
process for fabricating S-FIL templates that are compatible with lithography tools being developed by MII. Standard 
phase mask processes have been adapted to fabricate S-FIL templates.  Limits of pattern generation using both laser 
pattern generators and electron beam systems have been presented. It has been demonstrated that the templates can 
be used to print in a step and repeat manner on a 200 mm wafer to yield lithographically useful for full wafer 
patterning. The ability to print a wide variety of features - both in the sense of shapes and sizes – has been 
demonstrated. This demonstrates that S-FIL can replicate sub-100 nm pattern, while retaining all the patterning 
benefits of conventional lithography at lower resolutions. A detailed discussion of the process capabilities of the S-
FIL tool is presented in a separate article [4].  
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Figure 2: Four templates on a standard 6025 photomask substrate (top-down view) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Template obtained by dicing the 6025 plate 
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Figure 1: The Step and Flash Imprint Lithography (S-FIL) Process
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Figure 4: Step & Flash Template Process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: SEM images of 1X Production E-Beam Process 
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Figure 6: SEM of Contact holes 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7: SEM Cross-section of quartz etch  
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Figure 8: Dicing Scribe Fiducials for Saw Blade alignment 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Step & Repeat Imprinted 200 mm Wafer with 32 Fields, Each of Size 25 mm X 25 mm 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Single Imprint Field of Size 25 mm X 25 mm 
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Figure 11: Field Edge Control Shown at a Magnification of 1000X 
 
 

   
 

Figure 12: SEM Showing Isolated 300nm and Dense 400nm Lines 
 
 

   
 

Figure 13: SEM Showing Positive and Negative Tone Dog-bone features 
 

 
 

Figure 14: Micron Scale Triangles of Varying Shapes and Sizes 
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Table 1: Toshiba EBM 3500B CD Data 
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CD size 450 230 130 100 90 80

Mean 449.16 227.98 127.44 100.14 85.06 76.73
MTT -0.84 -2.02 -2.56 0.14 -4.94 -3.27

Max 452.6 231.5 130.2 102.7 89 83.7
Min 446.9 452.4 122.9 96.8 81.2 72
Range 5.7 11.7 7.3 5.9 7.8 11.7
3 Sigma 5.59 10.86 5.91 5.67 6.74 11.65

Mean 452.35 233.72 140.98 120.49 82.91
MTT 2.35 3.72 10.98 20.49 -7.09

Max 458.1 238.0 145.1 139.9 91.1
Min 449.2 231.4 137.8 111.4 69.7
Range 8.9 6.6 7.3 28.5 21.4
3 Sigma 7.52 5.82 6.80 24.59 20.97

Iso

Dense

1X Mask CD Measurements


